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Julian Road, Bath – an example of things not how we expect

3 years after

0 fatal crashes

0 serious injuries

0 slight injuries

3 years before

1 fatal crash

8 serious injury crashes

many slight injuries

Which is which?  What does the outcome tell us?

What is active travel?
Walking and cycling for journeys 
(education; work; shops; health) – human power!
- Pedestrians include people with 
mobility, visual or neurological extra needs, including design that 
works for women as well as men (step height; bus routes)

What is active travel? (continued)
Cyclists include people of all ages, with 
mobility, visual or neurological extra needs

?e-scooters?
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Foreword to the De-Carbonising 
Transport consultation.  March 2020

"Public transport and active travel 
will be the natural first choice for 
our daily activities.  We will use our 
cars less and be able to rely on a 
convenient, cost-effective and 
coherent public transport network."

Government Policy for 
active travel

 Active travel: Gear Change, LTN 1/20 – ‘safe for all, 8-80’

 Public realm schemes:  Manual for Streets 1-3

Government Policy for design

Routes should be: 
• Coherent 
• Direct 
• Safe
• Comfortable
• Attractive

Pedestrian, 
cyclist and 
motorcycles:
51% of deaths

…. But all users 
matter

Problem:  road risk

Source:  Reported Road Casualties Great Britain
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Why active travel?

• Transport = 1 in 333 lives lost

• Inactivity causes 1 in 6 deaths: 
cancer, circulatory, respiratory 

• Suicide/self harm: 6500

• 67% men, 60% women overweight 
20% of year 6 children obese
(40% in most deprived areas)

•
When people cycle, cancer and 
circulatory disease fall by 45% and 
46%.  Benefits to almost all illness 
inc mental health

• Health benefits at least 5x risk (road 
risk; air pollution)

https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/statistics-on-obesity-physical-
activity-and-diet/england-2020
https://ecf.com/news-and-events/news/cycle-one-hour-and-you%E2%80%99ll-live-hour-longer-city-
cycling-talk-john-pucher

 Review design, consider all road users, 
all ages, all activities, weather, traffic, lighting

 By specialist road safety engineers with formal 
training and requirement to keep up to date 
(‘pilot’s licence’)

 Report hazards that might cause crashes

 Make recommendations to improve design

 Highway authority must respond

What is road safety audit? 
Road Traffic Act 1988 S39

“  misleading lane alignments may cause southbound drivers to travel the 
wrong way in the northbound lane” 

“incorrectly aligned blister tactile paving may cause a trip hazard for 
visually impaired pedestrians”

“inconsistent signs and markings may cause sudden lane changes”

“narrow southbound carriageway to one lane 
at the roundabout” 

“realign tactile paving to match that opposite”

“amend sign design to match road markings”

“extend traffic island to prevent drivers travelling the wrong way”

Recommendations must be proportionate

What goes in the report?  Hazards & Recommendations Current problems in design?
Foreword of Local Transport Note LTN 1/20: ‘Too much 
cycling infrastructure is substandard, providing little 
protection from motorised traffic and giving up at the very 
places it is most needed. Some is actually worse than 
nothing, because it entices novice cyclists with the 
promise of protection, then abandons them at the most 
important places. Poor cycling infrastructure discourages 
cycling and wastes public money.’
Chris Heaton-Harris MP, Minister of State with responsibility for 
cycling and walking
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Auditors are not involved in choosing/comparing schemes/options
Can only comment on the design once they get it, after ££££ spent

Economic benefits are based primarily on motor vehicle users:
Active Travel is side-lined - health benefits lost

Can’t challenge bad design unless unsafe (recommendations must 
be ‘proportionate’) – operational experience unused

Ignores existing hazards

Can’t compare options

Can’t say if scheme will make it safer or not

Ignores mortality/morbidity/wellbeing benefits

Problems with the audit process:

Advisory cycle lane associated with 32% increase in injury c/w no cycle lane
Ref: Adams, Thomas, and Rachel Aldred. 2020. “Cycling Injury Risk in London: Impacts of Road Characteristics and Infrastructure.” Findings, 
December. https://doi.org/10.32866/001c.18226.

A sample scheme

Advanced lanes 
with no ‘feeder 
lane’ and no 
protection eg
advanced signals

Narrow cycle 
lanes alongside 
narrow all purpose 
lanes

What does LTN 1/20 design look like?
• Protected (by kerbs or 

‘wands’) is best standard







• ‘If you don’t do it, you can’t design for it’

How do Gear Change and 
LTN 1/20 help designers (and auditors?)
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LTN 1/20 helps 
to quantify 

‘good’ design

Lots of 
good guidance

LTN shows cycling must be inclusive 
(road humps generally aren’t) 

Involve auditors from start

Involve auditors throughout

Designers and auditors 
should be cyclists

Audit process should include 
existing problems

Audit should be able to make 
overall statement about whether 
design is an improvement or not

How could it be better?
Now:

A better 
future:
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Conclusion:  For most local transport problems:  
active travel is often the solution If you have been, thanks for listening!

kate.carpenter@jacobs.com
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